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For my Dad, John Louis Hayes, who blessed me with his Irish blood 
and taught me more about love than anyone I know

and

In memory of
Rama Tello and Maya Tello-Wrigley
who died too young, August 17, 2010



Thank you to Bob Dylan, who stopped me in my tracks with his 
lyrics over the pa system in Woolworths when I was eleven and 

inspired me to pick up my pen and become a poet.
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What the Bay Teaches Us
    
  –For Chris Smart

Bury your gloved hands deep
in the foam of my waves
and I will help you find your way to clear water
make your fingers supple again.

Do not fight my tides,
I am everywhere and will not let you down.
Carry your burdens beyond this shoal of rock
and I will wash them clear
 with my sea blood and pulse.

Don’t forget to make a wish
for every sunstar and urchin that clings
to life, then dies and is reborn with each wave
 every tide flowing home.

Do not struggle with destinies or directions,
they are meaningless in my vast and blue majestic.
you will find another path that does not follow compass rules
 that does not gather grids or declinations.

I will bring you home
to your true country of origin
I will celebrate your life
 now.  When it matters most.
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Vesuvius Bay, Winter

I go down to the bay at dusk in winter, 
in a strange skin not fish or woman, 
and let my body walk away
from its life.
This moment here, that moment gone, no matter
that alarms ring, the mornings struggle on.
I walk into the sea with great relief
that my earthly self will not stare back at me, 
that my skin, now electric with salt and pure cold
brings me to a wilder place of belonging,
in the company of seals and starfish 
all eyes and whiskers, all rays of tangerine and mauve.
Here I sing to the great Neptune of this wet sanctuary,
     I am here, I have arrived 
          without burden or restraint,
                ready to swim into my life
                    now clear, no cloud or fear, nor loss.
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Indigo Bite of Water

1   I am a brother to dragons, and a companion to owls
                                                                   –Job 30:29

All January I’d felt the restless nudge of fins
on my deck as they lay black and burdened with snow,
stuck to cedar like a corpse wishing burial at sea.
I am missing my shoes, or my glasses
neither reading nor retreating, not letting the days pass 
without number across the telltale sky.

I sit on the edge of my bed in the dark and imagine
the clear, indigo bite of winter water moving up my legs.
I have wanted long enough to return and now, I find
myself mesmerized in traffic, making all the wrong turns.

The owl on my shoulder simply blinks, is content with knowing
presses on in the eye of his Merlin’s moon.
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2 We have moved too quickly to reach here; 
 now we need to wait to give our spirits a chance to catch up with us
                                                                                 –John o’Donohue

We form a mandala of finned feet, four bodies, eight limbs
as we stare down through the aqua-green to see his owl eyes
tufts like ears, eyesight of a hawk. Mao tou ying.
Head footed, cephalopod, prehensile legs and three hearts
that pump blue blood.  Master swimmer in his cloud of ink.
A mind like a cat.  Octopus Dofleini.

He forms a circle of camouflaged flesh, calculates our gaze
as we hover and shift to be near, 
our dead reckoning broken by the arc of sunlight
slipping through our gloved fingers.
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3 The Owl that calls upon the Night, Speaks the Unbeliever’s fright
                                                                                         –W. Blake

Some years before I entered the sea
I followed a man, confusing hunger with prey
betrayed my voice with my own saline heart.

Returning by night I felt a shadow take flight.
There was a collision on the road.
The barred creature contrived his fall, tempting me
with the body of an angel, the head of a demon owl.

Then again he surfaced in late spring, a winged Lazarus
hooting for me with lachrymal eyes.

If I ever doubted his intention, I would not have made it to the sea.
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4 I give you an emptiness, I give you a plenitude, unwrap them carefully
                                                                                   –Norman MacCaig

How many seasons have wandered to and fro 
now that I am free from the ticktock clatter of the mind?  
I toss the year from a rock and it sinks off Seal Point, 
watch how the tide does its work.
Skin becomes at ease in the brine cold turbulence, 
the breath requires only inaudible beats. 

The owl has been calling again, night perfecting his repertoire
the octopus has returned to the bay, as I circle 
to see the fluid dance of arms, the perfect curl 
the intention of his body as he feels my shadow pass.

I am not far behind while he slips to his den
tuned to his element as only he can know. 
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And Where is Your Heart?

Even in loving, it is the love that loves through us
  –Ralph H. Blum, “Sowelu”

Who knows how long, crossing the bay
weather beating from the southeast
rollers like unconditional arms hugging and spraying
the ledges and footholds with their kissing.

The crossing then becomes a mirage
currents pulling, then tide and wind
taking us farther from shore.

At the mid-point our limbs abandon the struggle
and we flip, like dolphins, knowing all creatures
invisible beneath us open their mouths to pray.

our fears drift by in their tiny canoes, waving us on
now, under the influence of the sea.
It is the love that loves through us

and where is your heart, if not in the sea?


